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Maths Intervention: Years 3–6

Each maths concept presented in this book includes a brief descrip-
tion to provide the educator with background information aimed at 
increasing expertise. In essence, all of these concepts are connected. 
Therefore, many of the games include multiple concepts. However, 
each concept is highlighted independently to enable the educator to 
target instruction for students.

A formative assessment is provided for each concept to help the 
educator fi nd out if the student has gaps in understanding the concept or 
if the student has a solid understanding of the concept. Sometimes exact 
quantities and specifi c numbers are provided. Other times choices are 
provided. The intent is for the formative assessments to serve as tools 
for targeted instruction.

Successful strategies are included with each number concept for 
the purpose of offering helpful hints and directions. A maths word 
box accompanies each concept to provide potential maths words that 
should be modelled by the educator and used by the students. These 
are not vocabulary words to be taught in isolation. Instead, these are 
conceptually rich maths words that should be used in context.

To further promote maths discourse and maths thinking, sample 
questions are included. Each question represents a different level 

of cognitive demand. Using Bloom’s (1956) taxonomy for structure, 
a sample question is listed for recall, comprehension, application, 
analysis, evaluation and synthesis. The simplest question (recall) is 
listed fi rst, followed by increasingly advanced levels of questions to 
the highest level of cognitive demand needed (synthesis). Note: While 

Bloom’s (1956) original work suggested evaluation  as the highest 

level, my experience with using the levels of cognitive demand sug-

gests synthesising is more diffi cult than evaluating. In addition, some 
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Introduction

questions could represent more than one level of cognitive demand. 
The educator should decide which level of questioning best suits the 
student’s needs at the time. Students should be encouraged to ask 
questions, too.

To motivate students and activate learning, a maths game that 
directly connects to the specifi c concept is offered. During the game, 
the educator should encourage students to use maths words, ask ques-
tions and explain and justify their thinking. Each game lists necessary 
materials and step-by-step directions. Each game is intended to be a 
springboard for active learning. The educator may modify instruction 
based on how the student responds to various components of the game.

Each game includes potential content differentiation. If the student 
has too much diffi culty with the concept, the educator is invited to 
differentiate the content of the game for the student by moving back to 
an easier version of the game. If the student understands the concept, 
the educator is invited to differentiate the content of the game for the 
student by moving ahead to a more complex version.

This maths intervention book is a tool for educators. The book 
includes addition and subtraction through multifaceted number 
concepts designed for year three to year fi ve students. The 
companion book Math Intervention: Building Number Power with 

Formative Assessments, Differentiation, and Games (Grades PreK-2) 
includes early number concepts through addition and subtraction 
concepts. It is necessary to include addition and subtraction concepts 
in both books because these ideas are critical to both year level 
bands. There may even be situations where both books are needed. 
Some students may need to begin with the early number concepts. 
Other students may start with addition and subtraction concepts. 
The point is to use the formative assessments to fi nd out exactly 
what the students need...and let the games begin!
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Maths Intervention: Years 3–6

CONCEPT:
    Total and Parts

What is the Total and Parts Concept?
 The total and parts concept encourages students to see the parts of whole 
numbers. By focusing on total and parts, students learn about addition 
and subtraction. They begin to understand that the parts make the total 
and that the total is made of parts. The beauty of teaching total and parts 
is that we can present early addition and subtract concepts at the same 
time rather than teaching these operations separately.

Formative Assessment
To fi nd out if a student understands total and parts, ask the student to 
describe the total and parts of the following trains of cubes;

 
 
Notice if the student provides the total and parts in the descriptions. If 
the student is successful, try different parts and larger totals. Identify 
which totals and parts the students know and which they do not know.© H
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Addition and Subtraction Concepts

Successful Strategies
Interchange addition and subtraction ideas as students work with total 
and parts. Encourage students to read aloud and record the parts and 
total. Using different colours to show the parts often helps students 
better identify the parts. Grouping the parts is also benefi cial. As 
students gain comfort with total and parts begin working with more 
than two parts of each total.

Questions at Different Levels of Cognitive Demand

Recall: What is the total?

Comprehension: How do the parts relate to the total?

Application: How could you show different parts of 
the total?

Analysis: How could you compare the parts of more 
than one total? 

Evaluation: What helps you understand the parts 
of a total? 

Synthesis: What if the total had many parts?

Maths Words to Use

total, whole, parts, 
addition, subtraction

EASY

COMPLEX
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Maths Intervention: Years 3–6

Big Top Twelve
A game designed to build the concept 

of total and parts

Materials:
■ Die (labelled 1–6 with numerals)
■ Crayons or coloured pencils
■  Big Top Twelve Game Board for each player

Directions:
1.  The fi rst player rolls the die. The number showing is one 

part of twelve.
2.  The player decides which Big Top she wants to use to show 

the part. The player colours the part with a specifi c colour. 
For example, if the player rolls fi ve, she colours fi ve rectan-
gles (next to one another) in one of the Big Tops with a black 
crayon.

3.  The next player rolls and colours the part of twelve on her 
game board.

4.  Players take turns rolling and colouring parts of twelve. 
Each new part of the Big Top is shown using a different 
colour.

5.  The number rolled cannot be split. If the number rolled 
cannot be played, the player loses her turn.

6. The fi rst person to complete all three Big Tops is the winner.

Content Differentiation:
Moving Back: Try Big Tops that are less than 12.

Moving Ahead: Play Big Top Twelve without the game board. 
Each time a number is rolled, it becomes part of one of three 
addition equations. For example, 2 + 3 + 5 + 2 = 12. Try other 
Big Top values.

er

PLAYERS: 
2 OR MORE

12
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Big Top Twelve Game Board
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